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Part 4 of QUEST does indeed involve a fourth Quest and adventure, which I can't say anything
about (spoilers), and thus needed its own volume to tell.While this book is 80 chapters, it is
actually longer than the preceding 100-chapter Part 3. And I guarantee you this will be, by far,
the most out-of-this-world adventure yet. Of course, based on how Part 3 ended with that wild
revelation, you know some pretty major wild stuff is about to go down.Enter once again in the
wonderful world of Camelot.
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author ...With only one more book to go after this, Part 4 of QUEST does indeed involve a fourth
Quest and adventure, which I can't say anything about (spoilers), and thus needed its own
volume to tell. While this book is 80 chapters, it is actually longer than the preceding 100-chapter
Part 3. And I guarantee you - this book will be, by far, the most out-of-this-world adventure yet. Of
course, based on how Part 3 ended with that wild revelation, you know some pretty major wild
stuff is about to go down; so yea, we'll definitely be addressing some of that in this outing.Our
characters sure have been growing and developing, haven't they? Some have questioned their
value or worth. Others have questioned their reason for existence or if they should even be alive.
Some have questioned who they are as a person or what possible future they could ever hope to



envision for themselves.However, most of our characters have evolved and have finally worked
through whatever their issues were and have shown significant growth and maturity - and for
them, the world has already become a better and brighter place. Some still have a ways to go,
but for the most part, the majority of our current cast of characters are now primed and ready to
launch our new series. We're almost there!Being that we're nearing the end of our mainline
Camelot series, I don't think I've ever mentioned this before. But I have often been asked the
question: Why do I invest so much in female characters as opposed to the males? The answer
is, I'm a guy so why wouldn't I want to talk about girls? Lol. I'm kidding, that's not the real answer.
The honest answer is: I find women characters to be far more interesting than male characters.
And maybe that is partly because I'm a guy; but I have been reading novels my whole entire life,
and from my earliest reading experiences, males have long dominated the field. Just like they
seem to do in everything else - from movies to television - and the workplace of course, etc., etc.
Frankly, I think guys are a little boring and predictable - as Georgina has said many times, men
are straight arrows. Stories always seem to be the same - big strong hero saves the day or saves
the world - they come to the rescue of the needy, weak defenseless damsel in distress - rinse
and repeat. It's always the same story, over and over again. Women can be both strong and
vulnerable at the same time, and that's fascinating to me. To me, female characters seem to
have so many more layers and levels of complexity and they make far more intriguing and
interesting characters. You know me, I've been a fervent supporter for strong female characters
for many years and from the very beginning - long before Wonder Woman and Captain Marvel
and more fair female representation in the media even began to take hold (I loved those movies
by the way). I'll keep writing about the guys and hopefully some interesting ones at that; but I feel
that women are way long overdue their time in the limelight. So there you have it - that's the
answer to that.And speaking of strong female characters, our first few opening chapters will be
focusing on Kiana, and her official Coronation at the Elven Temple. I mention this, because
though you may think you know her, I think you are going to be surprised with how little you
actually know about her. For instance, did you know that you have never actually experienced
her in Protector mode? I know you haven't, because until now I haven't written it. ;)Some big
surprises coming ahead, right from the start of things. In fact, in wrapping up many loose ends,
there will be a lot of things in this story that you have likely forgotten about. So part of this
particular journey will also be a little refresher course. Not in a boring tedious way, but in a fun
and heartwarming way.In bringing the Camelot series to a close and launching the new Pirate
series, I have had many mission objectives to accomplish. One of which as I've mentioned
before in the forward to our last book QUEST Part 3, that I was wanting to complete my picture
collection of all the characters. I aim to have nearly all of them by the time we reach the end of
QUEST Part 5. We even finally got King Arthur himself in the last one. :) But in this one, we're
going to be getting a lot of pictures. And I mean, a lot! I hope you have a color reading device;
but even if it's only black and white, it should still be a lot of fun to finally see all these characters
whom you have come to know and love.However another mission objective of mine has been to



begin using more realistic character pictures in the Pirate series that are less 'cartoony', so I
have been making that progression as well. One example - in our last book, we did a Piper
makeover - which was great for the story plot but also served the purpose of converting her into
a more realistic caricature. Piper and her 'Sisters' will be featured a little more prominently in the
Pirate series.As an FYI, Cassi herself. just a heads up - early on in this story, she's going to be
getting a makeover too. :) Thank goodness for Lilly! What a multi-talented gal. However I should
forewarn you, Cassi's new pics may take a little getting used to - and that is because you are
accustomed to seeing her with that pained haunted look in her eyes. You need to keep in mind a
lot of changes have to happened to Cassi; arguably more than anyone. Reunited with her son
Christopher has been a big one, and finally things are going well with Galahad, too - so I have
always envisioned that by this time, her face ought to be less haunted and more warmer and
softer with all these wonderful new changes in her life. Just saying.Now I say 'nearly all' pictures,
because I remind you, QUEST 5 is still coming and there will be more pictures to come. These
last two QUEST books will wrap up all of the current Camelot story lines in a neat and tidy red
bow, icnluding pics of EVERYONE! Yes, even the Daughters of Shira, including Gwen
herself.Are you ready for another fun, wild and crazy adventure? Then let's jump in, shall we?
Enter once again - into the wonderful world of Camelot.Paul~ Prologue ~Isle of AvalonTwo
seasoned Knights of Camelot arrived on the misty Isle - neither of whom had visited the
mysterious locale in a very long time. Annual family picnics on the opposite mainland grassy
shoreline was one thing - but to actually cross over and set foot on the isle itself was a very rare
thing. Now having taken a small boat across the lake, they had just arrived on the misty shore
with a serious mission objective in mind..."So here's a thought. Ever consider lopping that
freakazoid strand of hair from your face? Because I swear I'm going to freakin' cut it off with a
sword!"Sara grinned. "Now why would I do that? Adrien thinks it's sexy."Georgina glowered at
her. "It drives me INSANE when I have to keep brushing Julian's hair out of his face; and you're
ten times worse! With your hair grown out so long, that aberration practically reaches to your
naval!""Do you always get this irritable when you're pregnant?""Who says I'm pregnant?"Sara
crossed her arms at Georgina and gave her a Georgina-like smirk.And that finally caused
Georgina to relax a little and smirk back, saying "Okay that does it; you've been around me too
long. You've got that down, pat."Sara laughed. "I know you're pregnant, Georgina; I can tell by
the way you're acting today.""Yea, yea. I kind of got a little heads-up from Cassi back on the ship
before we all parted ways in Stirlingshire. She hinted I'd be having a fourth; looks like she was
right. So far the only ones I've told have been Julian, and then Gwen. I haven't even told the Doc,
yet.""I'm surprised you didn't tell Gwen first; you two have been in hugfest heaven since you got
back. If one didn't know any better, one could almost accuse you two of being on a
honeymoon."Georgina chuckled. "We missed each other, I won't lie.""So this is awesome!" Sara
cheerfully exclaimed. "You and I can have morning sickness together! Pukes R Us!""Right. All
the more reason I have to question why we had to come out here NOW!""Because of the
portals.""You mean 'portal' - as in singular? There was only one portal here back on D-Day, when



you went toe-to-toe with the Revenant.""And I saw a whole army of them getting ready to come
through when he was about to go corporeal. Glad we stopped that invasion.""You mean 'you';
you're the one who died.""But you trained me to die, so I figured that was teamwork - we both get
the credit. Besides your other 'you' actually got killed by the Revenant, too; they gave you a big
ole hero's funeral pyre and everything! So doesn't that make us even? Kinda sorta
maybe?"Georgina groaned. "Don't even go there. Anyway, what do you mean by more than one
portal? All you had mentioned was wanting to check out that original portal to ensure it was still
closed and all was well with the world.""Because I've been noodling on it the whole way here. I
don't think the Revenant portal is the original one. I've done the research and the math. I think
there are actually eight portals concealed away on Avalon."Georgina raised her eyebrow. "Eight?
Why not seven? Or nine? Is this about Lilith's soul, again?""Everything about Lilith comes in
'eights', you know that. And I'm pretty sure I even know the names of the eight portals: Life and
Death, Hope and Despair, Compassion and Intolerance, Love and Sacrifice. And I'm also
convinced that the portal the army of Revenants were trying to escape through was the Death
portal; that one we know about, already.""Have you ever even seen any evidence of other
portals?""Only from my personal research. I've only visited the isle once after that all went down;
when I was checking out my Hero of Avalon memorial and had this awesome apple fight with my
dad. I haven't been back since; I haven't had reason to. Until now.""And what happens if we find
them?""I don't know; all I know is I have a very bad feeling about leaving them alone and
unattended. Someone needs to be keeping an eye on them; and before too much longer, you
and I are going to be on indefinite maternity leave, so I figured we needed to come sooner,
rather than later to get the lowdown."Georgina crossed her arms at her. "You 'figured', huh? It
better be more than that. These little lives inside may only be a week or two old, but they're still
lives we're responsible for.""Presumably this is a reconnaissance mission only. I'm not
suggesting we try to take on an army of ... whatever; not without backup. If we find a problem,
we'll come back with reinforcements. In other words, we'll bring in Hawk. But I thought you and I
would be better suited to scout around for intel."Georgina nodded. "Fine. We play this one by
ear. Lead the way, Sara; you've done the research. Oh, and one more thing.""What's that?""I
swear to God, if you even THINK about throwing an apple at me..."Sara grinned. "I wouldn't
dream of it.""...I WILL cut off that auburn monstrosity you call a lock of hair.""If you can catch me,
that is." she answered with a mischievous wink."Sara...""Oh I know! How about while we're
searching, I can regale you with some awesome apple jokes!""Somebody shoot me."~
Coronation ~Chapter 1Early morningEleven Temple - Guest QuartersThe eleven members of
the visiting Human representation team had been assigned to a few spare rooms in the Elven
Living Quarters sector. Because spare guest rooms were few and far between, most of the
Humans shared a room with another person. It was for just two nights - as the following day, the
Team would return to the surface and to their ship docked in Lothian, and after rejoining with the
rest of the Pirate crew they would then set sail for their southern destination of Camelot.It was
early on a Sunday morning and everyone was getting up and getting ready for the big day - the



official Coronation of the new Elven Queen! Which was scheduled to take place later that
morning, following a large communal public breakfast.As for Queen Kiana, she had her own
private suite all to herself. Or more accurately - the large official Royal Suite which had
previously belonged to King Auberon.Megan and Cassi naturally shared a room. But though it
was morning, neither of them had gotten much sleep. Both had been up very late that night -
Megan had been out with Gwydre, and Cassi had been learning some 'interesting' new things
about herself in Lilith's personal Suite. In keeping her promise to Megan to not leave her alone,
Cassi had declined Lilith's gracious offer to spend the night because she didn't want Megan to
worry.Cassi and Megan had both arrived at their assigned guest quarters at different times
during the morning's wee early hours, and had gone straight to their shared bed, not wanting to
wake the other. But even though it was now time to rise, neither had been able to get much more
than an hour's sleep, for such were the consequences of staying up too late!Being more of a
night owl whereas Megan was an early riser, Cassi was up, but having trouble waking up. Unlike
Megan, she was not, nor had she ever been a morning person. Going to bed at 4 a.m. was
typical for her, in that it took a long time to get her busy mind to wind down from the day. Cassi
had always preferred sleeping in. But tragically, such was not the case for today.As part of those
preparing the communal breakfast feast, their pleasant Elven house hosts had left earlier,
leaving just the two of them to fend for themselves. Operating on only an hour of sleep herself,
Megan had just cheerfully walked into the bathroom to see a half-asleep Cassi intently studying
herself in the bathroom mirror."Good morning, sleepy head." she teased. "What's so fascinating
about the mirror? See anybody you know, in there?"When Cassi didn't answer, Megan repeated,
"Cassi, did you hear me? Are you awake? Why are you looking at yourself like that?"Cassi
thoughtfully replied, "Do you see any scales on me?""Huh? What?"Cassi shook her head to
clear her thoughts. "Nothing. Never mind."Megan laughed. "That's a weird question. I think if my
BFF was a lizard, I would know. Somebody must have had a weird dream.""'Weird' ... is not quite
the word I would go with.""So?" Megan grinned. "How did it go with Lilith last night? You were
already asleep when I came to bed."Cassi then turned and looked at Megan, and said, "Yes. I
felt you climb in. Would you mind telling me where you were all night?"Megan's eyes widened.
"Uh...""Who were you with?""Uh..."Cassi arched her eyebrow at her and asked, "Megan? Were
you with Gwydre?""Uh, may ....... be."And now Cassi's eyes widened. "Oh?""Okay fine. I was
with Gwydre a lot.""How much 'a lot'?""Just ... kissing. Mostly."Cassi looked at her in surprise.
"Megan! You were making out with Gwydre!? And how much 'mostly'!?'""We were not making
out! It was just kiss kissing. And enough 'mostly' to decide it was time to stop and call it a night
before it became more mostly."A slight smile appeared on Cassi's face. "Do my ears deceive
me, or did you actually enjoy being with a boy last night?""I will admit..." Megan smiled bashfully.
"I ... kinda liked it."Cassi chuckled and turned around to give her best friend a warm hug.
"Megan, I am so happy for you! And excited, you actually have a boyfriend!""No! Not a boyfriend.
Just a kiss kiss friend."Cassi stepped back and smirked, "Isn't that kind of the same thing?""No
it's not the same. I'm not serious about Gwydre. I just like kissing him; that's all it is."Cassi



grinned. "You like him.""I don't know! I mean yes, as a friend. As anything more? That's the
confusing part.""Oh you like him, I can tell."Megan crossed her arms. "Since when did you
become the expert, Social Queen?"Cassi chuckled. "I don't have to be an expert. If you're
confused about the emotional and the physical? That means you like him. At least that's what
you once told me about me and Galahad; I'm just quoting you back."Megan sighed. "I think
you're probably right. I can recognize it in other people, it's just all new to me. I think I need to
step back to see what I can recognize about myself. These feelings are hard to pin down.""You're
telling me." Cassi smiled. "All the more proof that you like Gwydre.""Well, be that as it may, they'll
be serving breakfast soon and we need to finish getting ready to leave.""I think I'll skip breakfast.
I'm not hungry."Megan laughed. "I think the shock will be the day you say you are hungry. You're
still going to eat something, Captain. Remember, this is Elf country, so you don't have to worry
about meat upsetting your stomach; it's all home grown fruit and veggies.""Yea, that's something
else I don't understand. How is it that meat can bother me, when I'm a D..."Megan looked her
questioningly. "You're a what?""Nothing. Never mind. I'll try to eat a little something.""So!" Megan
excitedly grinned. "Today's the big day!""I know.""And you know what else? I think she's going to
wear that new dress that Jacques gave her! At least I hope she does!""Jacques gave her a new
dress!?""Yes he did! Late last night. I saw him hand the package to her. Do you remember the
Gwen doll he gave her? He had promised her a dress back then, and assuming it's the same
one, I think it's going to be that exact same shade of Tyrian purple that's on her Gwen doll."Cassi
smiled. "She would look so beautiful in that color. Do you really think she would wear it, though? I
have a hard time seeing her agree to it.""Well..." Megan added with a grin. "I wasn't the only one
getting some smoochies. I bet she'll wear it now!"Cassi's eyes widened in surprise. "I didn't think
Kiana would be agreeable to any form of public display of affection - especially in front of her
people!""Well ... she didn't think anyone was watching. But I caught it!"Cassi uttered a slightly
doleful sigh. "Good for her. I'm glad she is warming up to Jacques. She only gets one chance at
this."Megan looked at her curiously for a moment, and then asked, "What's wrong, Cassi? You
seem a little down.""Maybe a little.""Let me guess. You miss Kiana."Cassi nodded. "I kind of do,
yes.""Kind of? Or a lot? I'm guessing a lot. You haven't been able to be with her for over a
day."Cassi solemnly sighed. "Now I can understand why Georgina was so anxious to get back to
Gwen in Camelot. She said she was starting to have withdrawals. I know the feeling."Megan
replied, "You see, that's something else I don't get. Georgina and Gwen have been together for
over thirty years and she can last a couple of weeks. You and Kiana have only been together for
a few months. Why is it so hard for you, after only a day?""I told you before..." Cassi replied.
"...though my memories of the future and of the past were erased, it doesn't alter the length of
time that I have actually spent with her. That bond has become deep-rooted and ingrained; so
much so it's actually starting to hurt, being away from her. Like deep chest pains; it almost feels
like I'm having a heart attack or something, but I know better. This isn't the first time I've
experienced this pain.""Really!? Cassi! You should have said something!""Kiana's plate is full
right now, she needs space and time to focus on everything she has going on; I am sure I can



last one more day."Megan crossed her arms at her and firmly said, "She's your Protector! If you
are hurting, you know she's hurting, too."Cassi sighed. "I know. It's just ... it's her Coronation Day.
I don't want to distract her from all of her responsibilities.""Cassi..." Megan countered, "She may
be their new Queen, but it's still Kiana.""We'll get through it. It's just one more day.""No. It's been
one day too many. We're going to go visit Kiana RIGHT now in her Royal Suite, before breakfast;
so you two can snug it out.""What if they don't let us in to see her?""Then 'move' or 'freeze' her
guards if you have to; but you don't want Kiana to die of a heart attack in front of everybody while
they're crowning her, do you?"Cassi smiled. "Maybe you're right. I really don't want to bother her,
but if it's hurting her too...""Good. It's settled." Megan said, as she turned to leave to finish
getting dressed. "We visit Kiana first, then breakfast. Then on the way you can tell me about your
lizard dream.""Uh..."*** *** ***They hadn't been to the Royal Sector of the ancient Temple
Compound before, they hadn't known what to expect. But it was a lot more than they had
expected..."Kiana lives up there!?" Megan marveled. "Well isn't this a step up from a Pirate ship
cabin."Cassi stopped and looked up the grand staircase that led to the Royal Suite directly
ahead - and at all the beautiful ornate architecture and artwork on the marble ceilings and walls
and pillars - and then started to turn around as she said, "We should leave her alone and head
back."Megan smiled as she grabbed her arm to stop her. "I agree, it's all a bit overwhelming; but
Kiana didn't build all this, the Elves did. And Auberon was over 8,000 years old, so you know he
would've had a lot to do with the design. The point I am making is, this isn't her - she's still the
same Kiana, Cassi.""I know, but..." Cassi sighed as she looked back up the stairway. "She's a
real actual Queen, now. She lives in a real actual palace! I feel almost guilty about...""About
what!? She will be rejoining us on the ship. Eventually. Has she even told us how long she will be
staying here?""No she hasn't, but I'm sure she is going to need time to transition everything and
begin making preparations for the spring. I don't know, Megan; everything feels so different
now.""You're acting strangely today, Cassi. Are you sure you don't want to talk about that dream
you had? Or maybe you just haven't gotten enough sleep. Or ... oh I know." Megan crossed her
arms. "Maybe you need to actually eat something."Cassi sighed again and answered as she
gestured towards the surrounding vicinity, "It's hard thinking of her the same way - now that she's
all ... this.""She's not all anything; she's still Kiana! You know what I think?" Megan replied. "So
we've learned that Kiana is actually a little insecure - when she's away from you. I think - maybe
you're the same way, too. That's why it's affecting you like this - being away from her this long is
causing YOU to feel insecure and its affecting your thinking. I know you can't remember all of
your eons of changing things and redoes and all of that, but do you have any idea how much real
time you actually spent with Kiana during all those years - in the past as well as the future?"In
answer, Cassi replied "She quoted it back to me, what I had told her just before my memories
had been erased. 62,712 years."Megan's mouth dropped open. "Sixty thousand years?""Maybe
being apart for a day hasn't been such a good idea.""You think? Cassi, I...". Then Megan's eyes
began to glisten as she looked at her sadly."What?""Cassi, it's making me really sad thinking
about all those years that you were alone and would have been away from her.""Yea, that



couldn't have been pleasant.""But we're done with that. No more of that, right?"Cassi nodded. "I
promised her.""Good. And I know you always keep your promises. Cassi, you obviously can't be
apart for a whole day like this, it's hurting you.""But what if Kiana doesn't feel the same way?
Unlike me, her timeline has been linear.""Maybe so, but the bond between you goes both ways,
doesn't it?""Plus now she has all these new 'Queenly' things she has to do; and all these people
she's now responsible for ... and I really don't want to disturb or bother or intrude or..."Then
taking Cassi firmly by the arm, Megan began leading her up the steps. "Nonsense, she's your
Protector. Come on, Captain; no more stalling.""But..."But Megan was insistent, she wasn't
going to accept any 'buts'.*** *** ***Fortunately when they reached the top, the two armed Elven
Royal Guards standing on either side of the large double entryway door, relaxed their positions
and nodded their permission at Cassi. Apparently they recognized her description, implying that
Kiana had given Cassi clearance to pass.The guards opened the doors for Cassi and Megan,
allowing them both entrance.Once inside the lavish Royal Suite - they both stopped.And
stared.In utter disbelief.It wasn't the architecture that took their breath away, nor the décor or
elegance of the Queen's personal quarters. Rather it was the stunning elegance of the Elven
Queen herself..."KIANA!" Megan exclaimed in amazement! "You are GORGEOUS!"Cassi
gasped. She was so stunned and enthralled and mesmerized, that for a moment she couldn't
decide whom she was in love with more: Master Bellamy the Dressmaker - or Kiana. Finally she
decided between the two and tearfully begged, "Kiana, will you marry me?"Kiana smiled as her
own eyes filled with tears, and even in her beautiful full length Tyrian Purple silk dress
embroidered in silver and black, she immediately raced across the entryway over to Cassi with a
startling burst of speed - and threw her arms around Cassi in a fierce gripping and tearful
embrace, saying "I missed you so much."With tears now flooding down her own face, Cassi
nodded as she tightly hugged her in return and said, "So not just me, then."Now starting to cry
herself as she hugged her even tighter, Kiana replied, "Cassi, this was too long for me.""Me too."
And even though her Protector's firm bear hug was 'squishing' her, Cassi didn't mind.Megan
minded though. She still hadn't heard Kiana's answer to Cassi's question! "So!? Are you going to
marry her or not!?"Kiana and Cassi both laughed - while crying at the same time.And Megan
smiled. Everything was once again now back in place and the way that things should be.Chapter
2Kiana hadn't been the only person inside her luxurious personal Royal residence. Her Five
Member Elven Council was also present: Muriel, the Queen's Right Hand; Arathorn the Captain
of the Guard, Faelyn the Archer Commander, Nalaea the Swordmaster and Jannalor the
Healer.As it would turn out, Kiana hadn't gotten any sleep that night, either. Nor had the Elven
Council. Together, the six of them had spent the night strategizing - not only in preparation for
the official Coronation that day, but more importantly making vital plans for the future. Because
as it would also turn out, Queen Kiana would in fact be leaving the following morning with Cassi
and the rest to return to the Black Rose.For not the least of which reasons was it was now
confirmed that Kiana and Cassi could not be apart for extended periods of time. Which is what
made her Right Hand Muriel and her very capable and experienced Council all the more highly



valuable, necessary and appreciated. Cassi had absolutely no problem with the idea of keeping
messenger ravens on the ship for the purpose of communicating back and forth, so that while
the Elven Queen was out and abroad, the Council could take care of all details on the home
front.And Kiana would need to be abroad, and it wasn't just for reason of staying snuggly close
to Cassi. While the Elves would be relocating in the late spring and early summer - prior to that
mass crossing, Cassi and Kiana would be going on ahead to scout the lay of the land and
prepare the way. In addition to needing to arrange for a fleet of transport ships, they would be
sailing on ahead to Ireland's northwestern coast to visit the exact location of the future Elven
homeland and deal with any potential problems and threats, namely that of any dangerous
enemies and predators that might be in the general region of the new Elven home (and also
subsequently, Pirate Queen Cassi's national headquarters and base). They would not be leading
the entire Elven nation blindly into harm's way; they were going on ahead to clear a path first.And
on the initial early scouting trip they would also be bringing the four Lead Elves with them - for
those four were among the greatest of the Elven warriors. Even the robed Healer Jannalor
served an invaluable purpose, in that at eight years younger than Faelyn, the platinum blonde
Archer Commander - the 1,209 year old Senior Healer Jannalor was the best and most skilled of
all Elven Healers and he himself had once known extensive battlefield experience. A gifted
Healer on the battlefield could at times be as important as a warrior, if not more so.These plans
and more, were what Kiana had been discussing with her Council all night. After the midday
Coronation, there would be a celebration feast and time to relax and mingle one last time; before
departing the next morning for Camelot.But now the Council was adjourned and had gone to
prepare for Kiana's Coronation. And it was time for the other three to depart for the big event as
well.As the three close friends began their long walk from the Royal sector to the main central
courtyard area of the Temple compound and the throne room where the official ceremony would
be taking place, Cassi asked Kiana, "Are you nervous?"Kiana was hesitant in her response as
she nervously thought to herself.Seeing that she was slow to answer, Megan then said, "What's
there to be nervous about, Kiana? They all accepted you last night when they first introduced
you and everybody LOVED YOU! And then afterwards when you were mingling with all of them,
it was obvious they had COMPLETELY accepted you - they were mobbing you and they couldn't
stop touching you, especially all those adorable children! And I could tell you loved them, too;
you were hugging every child who came up to you! All they're really doing today is placing a
crown on your head to make it official."Cassi said, "But I can tell that she is really nervous about
today."Kiana then replied, "It is not the physical act of crowning that unnerves me; it is the
symbolism behind it. This is the day a nation places all of their expectations upon me. I have to
confess that thought terrifies me. What if I fail their expectations? What if someone dies while we
lead them to their promised land? That would be on me; I would be responsible for those deaths.
I cannot even begin to imagine what kinds of obstacles we will face when we get there. What if
there is not enough food to feed the multitudes? What if we cannot locate a source of fresh
drinking water near where we plan to settle? What if the terrain is too rough and rocky to plant



crops? What if we cannot forage enough suitable building materials to properly house 700 Elves
and their precious families before bad weather sets in? What kinds of monsters are over there?
And I am not just referring to Picts and Slavers. We really have no idea what is over there or what
to expect."Cassi smiled. "Which is why we are taking an early scouting trip. All in good time,
Kiana; we will face those problems when we get there. Together. I was only talking about getting
through today; we can worry about tomorrow's worries, tomorrow."Kiana shrugged, and then
replied, "As if today doesn't have its own worries. What if I rip my dress?"Megan laughed. "Kiana!
You are more agile than anyone I know; you are not going to rip that beautiful dress."Kiana
frowned. "It is very ... tight."Which caused Cassi to grin as she replied, "That's part of what
makes you so beautiful! It shows off every curve, and you know how much I believe in showing
off the female form as art; that's why someday I want Master Bellamy to teach me to become a
dress designer. And believe me, Kiana; I could spend a lifetime showing off all six feet of your
statuesque artwork. I know without a doubt that Jacques will certainly love the dress!"Kiana
sighed. "Which is the ONLY reason I am wearing this ridiculous clingy silk prison. It is pretty yes,
but I feel very uncomfortable in such an impractical nightmare; it offers me zero freedom of
movement. I swear, if we were to be attacked down here, I will go naked before trying to fight in
this thing.""Ooh!" Megan giggled. "Maybe after the Coronation we can go skinny dipping in the
Elf pond!"Kiana arched her eyebrow at Megan. "I don't think so. And is skinny dipping all you can
ever think about?""Admit it." Megan grinned. "You had fun that time we went to the beach with
Piper to go skinny dipping, where we were joined by her Sisters."Kiana smiled and nodded.
"Okay I admit, that was fun.""The best time ever! And the best part is, according to Cassi's map
of Connorland, there is a huge beachfront right near where Connor's big empty estate is located
and where our new home base will be! I can't wait! Mark my words, the first thing I am going to
do when we get there is throw off my clothes and take a dive. Who's with me!?"Kiana chuckled
and looked at Cassi and said, "Ever the bright-sided cheerful one.""That's our Megan!" Cassi
smiled. "She can make a bright sunny day out of even the cloudiest and darkest of days.""Still
waiting on my answer!" Megan exclaimed expectantly. "When we first get there to scout out the
land, do we have a skinny dipping date?"Kiana shook her head, "I don't know, Megan - we have
so much responsibility...""Yes!" Cassi quickly replied, cutting off Kiana's response. "A skinny
dipping date it is."Kiana gave Cassi a disapproving look."You need to relax more often." Cassi
said, half-teasing, half-seriously. "You get so tense at times; there's no harm in taking a little time
for ourselves to splash in the surf. It will be good for you.""Uh huh. And what about the male
crew?" Kiana argued."Oh no, this is girls-only time; I'll send the men inland to forage for firewood
or something."Kiana smirked, "Even Galahad? You'll be married by that time.""ESPECIALLY
Galahad. The last thing I am going to do is let my new husband AND my son be around a bunch
of naked women. They can lead the firewood search teams. Piper would be all for it, of course;
I'm sure Felice would go all in; and I KNOW neither Isabella or Jessabel will object. It will
probably be good for Queen Isolde, too. There will be plenty of time for fighting and bloodshed
later.""Yippee!" Megan happily exclaimed. "I am so excited I can't wait!"Kiana gave Cassi a half



smile and replied, "Is skinny dipping an example of the kinds of adventures I can look forward to
in the future?"Cassi grinned. "I really wish I could remember, but I am sure it is only the tip of the
iceberg.""Uh huh. Great.""The one thing you DON'T want to do today..." Cassi teased, "...and I
can say this with all certainty - is you don't want to drink too much at the celebration feast
afterwards."Kiana rolled her eyes. "I really do not see that happening."To which Megan
cheerfully exclaimed, "Maybe there will be lots of drunk Elves! Think of all the ears I could
touch!""Megan..." Cassi sighed, as she put her hand over her eyes.As Megan giggled, Kiana
shook her head at her and said, "I am definitely not going to consume a single drop of anything
alcoholic today; not when I will have to be constantly keeping my eyes on our First Mate."Megan
then turned and threw her arms around Kiana and said, "I'm so glad you're coming back with us.
I've missed you."Kiana smiled at her and nodded as she hugged her back. "I have missed you,
too."*** *** ***They were now about halfway when Megan then brightly suggested to Kiana, "I
know of something else that can help take your mind off the Coronation. I was talking with Lilly
last night...""Oh, no." Kiana sighed. "This isn't about Merith, is it?""No, this is about Cassi. Why?
Do you still have reservations about Lilly and Merith?""It is not that. I just do not want them
rushing into such a big decision like this.""I don't think they are." said Megan. "I do know Merith
wants her to meet his Elven mother later today after the Coronation. And Lilly wants to meet her,
too. But she also wants to meet Muriel's parents - being that Muriel's Mermaid mommy Ava is
elderly with a normal Human lifespan. She just wants to see how her Elven husband is handling
things, now that Ava is nearing the end of her life - which would also mean her husband will pass
away because of how Elves mate for life. But nothing more than that. I think Lilly is wanting to
learn all she can and from every perspective, but also take things slow, because she agrees with
you - it is a huge decision. I think she is being very mature about it.""Good. That makes me feel a
little better. So what is it about Cassi, you were going to say?"Megan grinned at Cassi. "Lilly says
that when we get back to the ship and set sail for Camelot, that it's YOUR time for a
makeover."Cassi stopped in place to exclaim in horror, "WHAT!?""Cassi, you're getting married
in six weeks! You should have a makeover! And Lilly is really good at them; look at what she did
for Piper!""I don't want to change my appearance! Every time I look in a mirror I see my Papa! I
don't ever want to forget his face!"Megan smiled, sadly. "Awww, Cassi. Nothing that drastic, and I
already told her that. She completely understands. Maybe at the very least, she can help you
make your hair lay down better, because you're always complaining how untamed and wild it
is."Cassi thought about it for a moment, and then replied, "That might not be so bad. But I don't
want to cut it. My Papa always liked my long hair, too."Kiana also gave Cassi a saddened look
and asked, "Are you really worried about forgetting your father?"Cassi nodded. "I worry about
that everyday. I haven't forgotten about any of our times together; I remember everything in
detail. But sometimes ... I don't know. Constance told me that it's common for some people - that
though the memories remain, a loved one's face can sometimes begin to fade away. I don't ever
want that to happen to me. My face is all I have left of him.""He doesn't visit you anymore, does
he?" Megan asked."No." Cassi replied, sadly. "He stopped. And I don't know why.""Do you think



maybe he's still around?""I don't know, Megan. For a time, his spirit would visit me whenever I
was having a difficult time. But lately, no. He hasn't visited me in a long time."Megan smiled.
"Maybe because you have been doing so much better since you met Galahad."Cassi's eyes
began to grow misty and she answered, "I don't know. I was kind of hoping ... but you know ...
what are the chances of that?"And now Kiana smiled as she said, "You were hoping your father
Thomas would walk you down the aisle."Fighting against the tears, Cassi nodded."He'll be there,
Cassi." Megan smiled. "You can bet on it. Your Papa wouldn't miss your wedding day for any
reason.""I wouldn't complain." Cassi replied as she wiped her eyes."I believe it." Megan said,
filled with her confidant and optimistic faith. "I believe it with all of my heart.""Thanks, Megan. If
you believe it, that gives me hope."Then Kiana groaned as she dabbed at her own eyes. "Great.
Now you two are making ME cry. I am going to smear my makeup."Megan laughed and grinned,
"Well Lilly should be there to help you touch it up. We've got you covered. The only thing you
have to worry about is that tight clingy dress and a wardrobe malfunction.""WHAT!?"For some
reason, that made Cassi perk up and snap out of her melancholic mood and chuckle, too - as
Kiana groaned again in nervousness."Oh don't worry, Kiana." Megan giggled. "If Cassi proposed
to you after seeing you in that dress? You can surely bet your life that Jacques will propose after
your dress falls off."And as Kiana slapped her hand over her eyes, Cassi and Megan both burst
out in laughter.Chapter 3But Megan's teasing had only been teasing, there would be no
'wardrobe malfunction' - the Master dress designer Bellamy was much better than that. Nor
would there arise problems of any other kind. The official Royal Coronation of the new Elven
Queen (which was primarily symbolic in nature), would go perfectly smoothly and without a
hitch. Which was just as well - beginning a new Dynasty with problems is never a good thing.
Kiana herself had been the one to dictate the order of how everything should go. Decisive as any
Protector, she knew exactly what she wanted.The Royal throne room had originally been
designed by, and for King Auberon, a thousand years earlier. It wasn't all that big as the Elves
had been small in number at the time. It was beautiful, but it had been designed by men. When
the Elves would eventually reach their new homeland, a new throne room would of course need
to be constructed as their governing center. Only this time, it would be larger and more open,
and designed with a woman's touch.On the dais up front was the throne chair. And nestled atop
a soft cushioned shelf just above the chair, was the shiny Elven crown, waiting to be placed upon
the head of its new rightful owner.The Coronation ceremony began with a procession. With the
Elven population crowded together and gathered on either side, leading the procession were
Muriel and Arathorn, walking side by side. This arrangement was more than symbolic, and the
meaning wasn't lost on the Elven assembly. The Queen's entourage was being led by Kiana's
chosen Right and Left Hand. It hadn't been officially announced yet, but the significance was
plain for all to see.Following behind them and walking single file, were the other three leading
Elves: Faelyn, Nalaea, and Jannalor. That significance wasn't lost on anyone either - Kiana had
chosen her ruling Council. And the assembly was greatly pleased. Auberon couldn't have
chosen any better himself.In a way, the procession wasn't all that unlike a wedding processional



- in that when they reached the front dais, Muriel turned around to stand at one side like a Maid
of Honor and Arathorn stood to the other side like a Best Man. The other two girls Faelyn and
Nalaea stood beside Muriel like Bridesmaids and Jannalor took his place beside Arathorn as if
he were a Groomsman. But it wasn't a wedding, it was a formal state event, thus there was no
processional music. Nor was there applauding or cheering - changing rulers was a very
respectful, honoring and dignified affair.Once they had taken their positions up front, the next
person who entered the Throne room as part of the Royal processional was the Empress herself.
Lilith walked down the middle aisle - to ultimately take her place front and center. Acting almost
in the way of a Priestess or member of the clergy, Lilith would be the one to actually officiate and
place the crown atop Kiana's head and make the official proclamation. For even though she
wasn't an Elf, Lilith was the one who had made it all possible to begin with, when she had
rescued them from imminent extinction. It was because of their beloved Empress that the Elves
even still existed.As for Mina the High Priestess, she would not be taking part in the Royal rites
of crowning a new ruler. Hers was a more spiritual position involving leading the worship
services in the Elven Temple and reading the Holy Scriptures; whereas establishing a new ruler
was considered to be an exclusively Executive Administrative event. She was present however,
standing in the front row beside Bramwell and brimming with excitement. And also standing in
the front row with her were the Human representatives, including Cassi - who were all personal
friends of the Queen.Although also standing directly beside Mina was Willow, her temporary
Protector whom she had become very close friends with in recent weeks. Willow would be going
home soon too, to be rejoined with Jenny; and this was their last day together, at least for the
near term. Now Willow had never actually met Kiana. This would be her first time seeing an
Elven Protector. In fact, Kiana was the first and only Elven Protector to have ever existed. While
Willow knew many Protectors and even a Judge, and was a seasoned veteran and a highly
skilled archer in her own right - even Willow would soon be in for quite a surprise.Valeria was
there, too - in a dark corner and lurking in the dark shadows, unseen. She had very much
wanted to be present for Kiana's Coronation, but she just as very much didn't want to talk to
anyone or be seen. Especially 'that man'. Thus she had created her own special little illusory
shadow to hide within.With the Empress now up front and having taken her official position as
officiator, the next person in the processional to enter in was a bit of a surprise. At least to the
Elves.It was a Human! It was a tall blond-haired Knight of Camelot wearing his customary Knight
armor. And while the Elven assembly looked upon Sir Jacques with no small degree of
bewilderment and uncertainty, his purposeful meaning was clear, too. No, he wasn't the Groom.
But he was to be a person of special Honor - someone who would be standing beside their
Queen! There were more than a few Elven eyebrows raised. But Jacques continued confidently
forward to take his place up at front - in the unprecedented and highly unorthodox position that
would ordinarily only be occupied by the Royal Consort. Elves did not jointly rule - it had always
been one ruler only. In the case of Auberon's beloved wife Ey'Loi, her official title had been the
King's Consort. That a Human was coming forward to presumably stand in as the Queen's



Consort was ... well ... it just wasn't something that was done! That was something that was
going to take some ... adjustment.However, Kiana had also been the one behind designating
three of Auberon's pall bearers to be Human; so the adjustment process had already begun. It
was not unknown to the Elven populace that Kiana had been raised by Humans, so it really
shouldn't be all that great a surprise that she was in essence, slowly but surely creating a bridge
between the world of Humans and Elves. But it was a surprise nonetheless.As it would also
eventually be a surprise to Jacques, as well. Because he understand that she had asked him to
stand beside her as a model representative of the gallant Knights of Camelot. What he did NOT
know however, was that position at front was also considered by Elves to be the official
appointed position of a Royal Consort. Boy, was Jacques going to be surprised - when he would
later find out what Kiana had asked him to do.And so it was - that with the Royal 'Consort' having
now arrived - to the surprise of all including even Jacques - it was now time for the Queen herself
to arrive.*** *** ***And the response to seeing her enter the Throne room was overwhelming!
They weren't supposed to cheer. It was supposed to be dignified, so with some effort they
managed to restrain themselves. But upon seeing her, it was nevertheless a very emotional
experience. She was just so beautiful in her dress, that the first sight of her took everyone's
breath away! Tyrian purple had been her mother's favorite color. And many among the Elves had
known that about Ey'loi - who had not only been dearly loved by their beloved King Auberon, but
the people had loved Ey'loi, too. Now seeing Ey'loi's look-alike daughter wearing that very same
color - suffice it to say, for many, it became a profoundly moving moment.To be honest, it was
also moving and emotional for Kiana. She wasn't merely wearing Tyrian purple for Jacques - she
was wearing it for her mother too, in loving memory. And it was her mother whom she was
thinking about at that moment. Her mother had died when she had been only two years of age,
but she had never forgotten her. And her few memories of her mother were her most precious
memories of all.And yet somehow, Kiana managed to keep it together. She likely wouldn't have
fared so well had she not have been reunited with Cassi earlier; but that had given her the
strength and fortitude she needed to see it through, and to keep her head held high with pride.
Not pride in herself, but pride in her people and that her mother's legacy would be able to live
on.Two in attendance had already seen her in her dress, so Cassi and Megan had already
known what to expect. But until now, no one else had seen Ey'Loi's beautiful daughter look so
splendidly stunning and ... amazing! Especially Sir Jacques. And he had been the one to give
her the dress! But seeing a dress is one thing; seeing someone wear it and how they filled it out?
Well, Jacques was male and of COURSE there was no other thought in his head - but the jaw-
dropping vision of absolute perfection. One could almost think it really was a wedding and that
he was seeing his bride for the very first time. Only it wasn't a wedding. But he sure as heck
wished that it was! Because the only thing his eyes and mind could see was the woman whom
he was determined more than ever before to make his wife. And as she walked down the aisle
towards him, she became his whole world - a world in which nothing else existed.But she didn't
look at him. She dared not. The last thing she needed to see was the look in his eyes, because



she knew that would ultimately break her resolve to remain proper and dignified. It wasn't a
wedding; it was a Coronation. Yet even though she was determinedly looking in every direction
except ahead at him, she could still feel his eyes burning into her. She knew very well how he felt
about her. And ... she knew how she felt about him. But this wasn't that day.Although, for a brief
moment, she was caught off guard to feel herself wishing that it was. But no! She quickly shook
the distracting thoughts away. This day was about her people. This was the day that a new
Dynasty was to begin - a day where a people's new hope and future were to be presented. Stay
focused!*** *** ***It wasn't that long a walk down the aisle to the front dais. The throne room
wasn't that large. But to Kiana it felt like the longest walk of her life. Finally however, she made it -
without having to look at him once. Or anyone else, for that matter; the tall raven-haired Elf strove
to maintain her eye above everyone else's eye level. Best of all, her wardrobe hadn't
malfunctioned!She reached the front to stand beside him - both of them with their backs to the
crowd and now facing Lilith together - almost like a Bride and a Groom facing their minister. She
had to keep telling herself that it wasn't a wedding.That was when Jacques leaned over to
whisper, "You look..."But he didn't get to finish - for Kiana quickly snapped back in whispered
warning, "Do not say anything that will make me cry, or I swear I will marry Cassi instead."That
certainly stopped him cold. "Uh ... what?" And there was more than one ramification that threw
him - the supposedly joking quip about Cassi aside - what was that she just said about 'instead'?
And now he couldn't remember for the life of him what he had been about to say.Seeing and
understanding her nervousness, Lilith chuckled and then warmly smiled and said, "You do look
beautiful, Dear; if I am permitted to say that much. Now. Shall we proceed?""Please."Chapter
4There were more surprises to come. Kiana had planned everything for her Coronation. But not
everything had been planned. And right now, there were things going through her head that had
most definitely not been planned.Standing in the front row, Megan leaned over to Cassi and
said, "Something isn't quite right with Kiana. Are you able to sense anything from her?"Cassi's
tight bond connection with Kiana could sense it, also. "I can feel it, too. I'm sensing more than
nervousness from her; I am sensing anxiety and ... erratic confusion. And a lot of
uncertainty.""That's what I was thinking! Cassi, I know she likes Jacques, but she's not planning
to turn this into more than just a Coronation, is she?""I ... think she's thinking about it.""Well that
can't be right. Is she even ready for something like this!? She really doesn't even know him that
well; and she's only just barely got her head back together after your dream vision!"Cassi sighed.
"I know."But then, right at that very moment, a voice came to her mind...*** ***
***"Cassi..."Cassi's eyes widened as she looked ahead towards Lilith - who was looking in her
direction, but her mouth wasn't moving."Is she thinking what I think she's thinking?" Cassi
asked."As a matter of convenience and practicality. You did communicate to her that Sir Jacques
is the man she is to marry, did you not?""But only when she's ready! I don't think she's ready for
it, yet! Are you saying she's actually considering this out of a sense of duty!?""To the mind of a
Protector, it makes ... logical sense.""But is her heart in it?""That is the question."And then, a
third voice joined in the telepathic conversation to answer the question..."No. She is acting upon



impulse.""APOLLO!?" Cassi exclaimed, looking around the assembly but not seeing him.
"WHERE ARE YOU!?""Well beyond your sight; but I could hear your thoughts from here.""Oh.
Sorry for thinking so loud - I'm kind of new at this. So you don't think Kiana is ready, either? And
can you actually hear Kiana's thoughts, too!?""I cannot; she is not Dragonblood. However it may
not be advisable if she pursues this current course."Lilith then asked, "Apollo, have you had a
vision?""I have. While she does possess some feelings for the man, love is in its infancy. It is not
strong enough to weather storms. They would remain committed to one another for the sake of
her people, but it would be in the form of commitment only; not in the reflective light of shared
soul.""You are saying she needs more time." said Cassi."It would be as an unstable house on
shifting sand. The foundation of any union needs to be built upon solid rock. No. She is not
ready."And then, a fourth voice entered the conversation. "She needs flowers."Cassi smiled.
"Athena.""Hello pretty Sister.""Hello pretty Sister. And yes, I agree with you. Kiana needs flowers.
She needs to do it when the timing is right; not when it's ... 'convenient'.""A flower must be ready
and willing to open her petals before receiving the gift of the warm sun.""That is actually ... both
accurate and very profound, Athena. You are insightful as you are pretty. And I love the creative
way you word things, I can understand you. And again, you are absolutely correct. Kiana needs
to do this because it's special and meaningful to her and out of genuine love, not out of
obligation. I know she cares for Jacques; but she needs time for that love to blossom and
grow.""Pppppth." came a fifth voice, joining in on the conference call.Cassi grinned. "Hi
Valeria.""If you ask me, 'love' is an overrated, dirty four-letter word.""Val..." scolded Lilith."Just in
a mood, Love; don't mind me.""Uh huh.""Well I for one..." said Cassi optimistically to Valeria,
"...am determined to find a way to change your tune.""My place or yours? I'll bring the
wine.""Uh...""Val...""Just ... kidding.""Anyway..." said Lilith, "Cassi, I suggest you speak with
Kiana quickly without further delay. You know what to do.""I will, thank you, one and all! I
appreciate your counsel and look forward to seeing you after the Coronation. Bye!"*** *** ***And
with that, the voices disappeared from her mind.And Cassi did in fact choose that moment to go
up front and speak with Kiana.But it would be a really long 'moment'.The world slowed to a
complete stop.While all those around her were frozen in time, Cassi walked forward up the dais
to Kiana - who, until Cassi lightly touched her shoulder, was frozen too.She suddenly 'came to
life' and was startled, as she looked around to view a still and unmoving world. "Cassi!? Cassi
what is going on!?"Touching her arm to calm her, Cassi warmly replied, "Nothing to get
concerned over, relax. There are some things about me that I've only just learned that I need to
tell you.""Apparently!!""But afterwards, when we have more time. I haven't told anyone, yet; I was
going to tell you first. But right now the more important thing is what you are planning to
do."Kiana looked at her in surprise. "I am PLANNING to have a Coronation! And did you really
just 'ghost' me!? Like Valeria once did with Dar'tanan and Merith!?""Kiana, listen to me. Are you
sure that is all you were planning to do?""I ... uh ... well ..." she stammered, looking back at Cassi
with some degree of confusion on her face. And it wasn't just because Cassi had 'ghosted'
her.Cassi smiled at her and said, "Kiana I love you. And if I know you at all, I think you may have



been thinking of throwing in a little something extra on the side during this ceremony. At least -
things appeared to be leading up to it."Kiana looked over at frozen Jacques for a moment, and
then looked down and sighed. "Cassi, I do not know what I am doing. I mean ... you told me I am
going to be marrying him. And people are present anyway, it just started to seem...""Efficient?
Kiana, weddings aren't about efficiency, they are matters of the heart! And I don't think you're
ready yet. To become a Queen? Yes, most definitely you are ready. But to get married? You and
Jacques barely know each other! You need more time together.""I know him well enough.""Do
you? I'm honestly surprised to hear you say that; you're an Elf! And aren't Elves supposed to
take forever before deciding on a Mate?"Kiana crossed her arms at her. "I am also a Protector.
And my next Peak is in two days."Cassi cleared her throat as her face slightly reddened. "Right.
Then there's that.""Cassi, it is not easy. It really isn't. Fighting Nimue's forces was easy
compared to this. Sometimes I think my Peaks are a curse; it is those times when I can
empathize with Valeria. Why should I wait, when the obvious solution is standing right next to
me?""I know it's not easy for you; and I feel bad for you, I honestly do. But we'll figure it out. I'm
more concerned about you making a mistake with Jacques if you jump into this too soon,
because that's long term! A marriage needs to be built on solid bedrock; you don't want to start
your lives out on pretext and presumption - that's just problems waiting to happen. You should be
working through those kinds of problems BEFORE the altar, not after; why bring in unnecessary
baggage into a marriage if you don't have to? It's going to be enough of an adjustment learning
to give and take as it is."Kiana raised her eyebrow suspiciously. "No matter how vast that mind of
yours is, that could NOT have possibly come from your head. Where did that all come from?""So
remember that thing I said about I've learned some new things about myself? It's based on
counsel I received from some, uh ... 'friends'. And maybe, possibly - some fractured memory
fragments somewhere? And maybe from someplace else too, I'm not sure; I'm still trying to
understand these new revelations about myself. But that's neither here nor there, what I DO
know is that their advice and counsel is sound. Please Kiana, will you trust me on this? As I've
told you before, you only get one chance at this and I want you to have a real wedding! With
flowers and decorations and family and friends and MUSIC!" Cassi added with a grin. "And ...
maybe invite a few important people, too? Like say ... Jacques' parents and family? That might
be nice."Kiana sighed. "I know. And for the record, I hadn't actually planned on having a wedding
today, it all just sort of began to ... meld together in my mind as I was coming down the aisle. It
just seemed like ... why not get it over with?"Cassi shook her head at her. "You did not just say
that.""It seemed logical."Just then a third voice said, "Told you."As Cassi and Kiana both turned
to look at now 'un-ghosted' Lilith, Cassi grinned as she replied, "So you did. And I am glad you
did. Because this is not what we want for Kiana, is it?"Kiana frowned at the two of them in
response. "How about what I want?"Cassi quickly countered, "You are special. You deserve a
special day."Lilith nodded and said, "I quite agree.""You two are teaming up against me
now?""No." Lilith replied. "We are teaming up FOR you. Kiana, I love you and your family; I
always have. Cassi loves you, too. We only want the best for you. You are a very special girl, who



be will laying your life on the line every single day protecting others; and for the many sacrifices
you will make and have already made, you deserve the very best.""She's right." said Cassi. "You
are special; and not just because you look amazing in that dress!"That comment actually
managed to earn the slightest hint of a smile from Kiana.Lilith then added, "Protector; you had
desired for your charge to heed your wisdom, just as she should. But your bond goes both ways;
you need to heed her wisdom as well. I am well aware that while Protectors may know what is
best for others, they have had a longstanding tradition of not always knowing what is best for
themselves. Listen to Cassi; that is what she is there for, too."Kiana looked at Cassi for a
moment, studying her curiously. And then said, "So you have some new friends, now? When do I
get to meet them?"Cassi grinned. "Later today, I promise. In fact, you and I have been invited
over for dinner. I told you I will be including you in every aspect of my life, and I meant what I said
- and I can't wait to introduce you. And ... I may have a few more surprises to tell you. But again,
that's for later. Right now, the bigger question is: are you ready to continue with your
Coronation?"Finally Kiana relaxed her posture, and she released a sigh of relief as she
answered, "You know ... I actually feel a little better? It is as if a weight has been lifted. Thank
you, Cassi; I think that was an added pressure that I didn't need today.""I love you, Kiana.""I love
you, too. Let's do this."*** *** ***When the world came back to life, Cassi had returned right back
to the front row standing beside Megan as if no moment had passed and nothing had ever
happened.But something had happened, and Jacques immediately took notice - both in her
posture and manner."You seem more ... relaxed." he leaned over to quietly say."I am doing
better, yes." she calmly replied back, standing proud with head held high and looking straight
ahead."Am I helping at all?" he asked, hopefully."Eventually." she replied with a slight
smile.Jacques grinned. "Are you always going to be this cryptic?""If you are lucky."Jacques
chuckled and looked back ahead at Lilith, and nodded that they were ready to continue,
whenever she was.Lilith was of course ready to continue, but her eyes twinkled at the little
exchange between Kiana and Jacques. It was true that she had loved Auberon and Ey'loi, and
she now knew that the daughter of Ey'Loi was going to be okay, too. With things now being back
on proper track, it was time for the next surprise. This time, the surprise was intended specifically
for Kiana herself.Now, Lilith was not there to make a speech; such as she had done the day
before at Auberon's Memorial service. Her time for speeches was over. She was merely there for
the purpose and high honor of being the one to place the crown upon Kiana's head. However,
there were others who had always greatly longed to witness the fulfillment of Kiana's destiny of
becoming the new Elven Queen.The ones who had actually raised her."My friends..." Lilith
began simply, "As we have already spoken last night, you are all aware of how your Queen lost
her mother Ey'Loi at the tender age of two. However what we have not yet addressed, is her
Human upbringing. It is at this time I am unworthily blessed to call forth the two who had brought
the orphaned child into their home to raise as their own beloved daughter." Then gesturing
towards the rear of the throne room, Lilith said, "I present to you all ... Kemuel, the Holy Ancient
Prophet of the One - and his beautiful young wife Eddi, who is known as the Mother of all



Protectors."As Kiana turned with her eyes widened in unexpected surprise, all eyes also turned
to see who had just entered the throne room and had begun walking down the aisle. The Elves
had known of them, but none had ever actually met them before; not even Lilith.The ancient
ancestor of Arthur looked as he commonly looked - with straggly shoulder-length gray hair and a
short gray beard; and was wearing his usual attire: a gray woolen cloak.As for the woman, the
ancient ancestor of Willow, Laurel, Georgina and many more, looked as she had always looked.
She was brown-skinned, with long dark brown hair and brown eyes, and she was wearing her
usual familiar garb: a simple tan-colored cotton garment with a cotton waist sash for a belt.There
were two of the most extraordinary people who had ever lived, yet they had always dressed as
simple common ordinary people; she never even wore makeup. But they were most certainly not
ordinary...Eddi / Kemuel"Did she just call me 'holy'!?""Behave yourself, Husband. This is Kiana's
Coronation. We have waited a long time for this day.""Over a thousand years; but she just called
me 'holy!""Obviously she does not know you very well.""And she called me 'ancient'!?""You were
born over six thousand years ago.""And so were you! Why am I the 'ancient' one and she calls
you 'young'?"A slight smirk appeared in the corner of her mouth as she replied, "Perhaps if you
would use the hair dye I gave you more often..."Wrinkling his noise, he argued "But that last foul
batch made my hair smell worse than a badger's breath.""Husband..." she warned."And I know
what I am talking about; I have the badger scars to prove it.""Husband, what did I say? Mind your
manners and be respectful, we are guests here."Kemuel relented his complaining and grinned at
her, as he replied with a sly smile, "Well if my beautiful 'young' wife puts it that way, who am I to
resist her many enticing charms?". And then he raised his eyebrows suggestively."Eyes ahead,
Husband; stop looking at me and look upon our Daughter."Kemuel looked up ahead, and upon
his first sight of Kiana he gasped! "Eddi! Look at her, she is beautiful! And would you look at her
dress!? I think I might cry!"Eddi smiled as she dabbed at her eyes and replied, "I already am.
Indeed our Daughter has grown more beautiful than I had ever imagined."As the two of them
continued walking down the aisle together, looking forward at Kiana in tearful awe......and all of
the assembled Elves together looked at the ancient couple in awe - especially at the 'young girl'
who didn't look ancient at all......and as Kiana looked at her adopted parents, tears of grateful joy
at seeing them again began to flow down her face.Kemuel dabbed at his own eye to wipe away
a tear. And then leaned over and whispered, "Do you think there will be a buffet?"And the Mother
of all Protectors rolled her eyes.*** *** ***When they reached the front dais steps leading up to
the raised platform, Kiana broke proper protocol and rushed down the steps to throw her arms
around them in tearful greeting, beginning with Eddi. Because these were not ordinary people
and she was sure the assembly would understand. And of course, they did. Nor had the
assembly missed Lilith's subtle reference about Eddi being the Mother of Protectors and they
were starting to curiously wonder what that was all about."Grandmother, I have missed you so
much!""Hi Baby." Eddi replied as she tearfully hugged her. "We are so proud of you.""How did ...
when did ... I had not expected you! I did not even know where you were to contact you!""We
were in Africa, when you might say a bird told us." Eddi then smiled up at Lilith as she said, "We



received the invitation. Thank you by the way; how could we turn down such a gracious and
blessed honor?"Lilith nodded.Then looking back at Kiana, Eddi added, "Your Grandfather and I
would not have missed your Coronation for anything.""That's right." Kemuel warmly smiled. "Any
Daughter of mine will always have priority. And if you thought we have been hard to find, we had
no idea where you were. Your Empress has hidden herself well these past millennia." He then
added with a teasing wink at Lilith, "It is about time that we meet, don't you think?"Lilith returned
his greeting with a respectful nod, but otherwise didn't respond. This family reunion wasn't about
her. And if truth be told, neither she nor Valeria had ever felt particularly worthy to meet the two
ancient Prophets and their wives. If anything, they were both greatly intimidated. It had been a
big step for her to extend the invitation, but she had meant what she had said to Kiana: Auberon,
Ey'loi and their family were special to her and were greatly loved.And Kemuel and Eddi were
family too, after all - Eddi especially. For as it would later become known - though Kiana was an
Elf, she and Eddi were indeed related by blood.As Kiana turned to hug her 'Grandfather', Eddi
then said, "We did not wish to interrupt the proceedings, Dear; we are only here as guests. We
can chat more after the ceremony.""Indeed!" Kemuel grinned. "We heard there will be
lunch!"Kiana laughed and hugged him once more, and then wiped her eyes as she said, "Okay. I
have so much to tell both of you.""I am sure you do, Dear." said Eddi. "We will be here all day to
catch up. You look beautiful in your dress, by the way.""Thank you, Grandmother." Turning back
to Eddi, Kiana's eyes were still teary as she said, "I really have missed you a lot. I have needed
to talk to you about so many things.""And I have missed you, Daughter." Eddi replied, as she
reached over to wipe Kiana's tears. "And there will be plenty of time for that. But right now, we
are going to stand off to the side; because you need to become a Queen; and show them who
you really are."Kiana smiled and nodded. "I am glad you came. Knowing you are here,
Grandmother, I can do anything. And I am ready."Chapter 5Acting as a sort of Master of
Ceremonies, Lilith smiled at the assembly as she said, "I am sure by now, some of you have
some questions - especially in light of the arrival of our honored guests. And the answer is 'Yes',
there is indeed something very special about your new Queen. However before she comes
forward to speak with you all and tell you a little more about herself and what her plans are for
the future, let her stand before you properly. It is now my honor to fulfill that which you have
graciously asked me to do."And with that, Lilith turned around to the shelf situated at on the wall
just above the throne chair, and gently took down the delicate Elven crown nestled atop a silk-
cushioned sheet. A combination of pure spun gold and silver and set with a large single flawless
diamond in front, the tiara-like crown resembled living vines with leaves - depicting nature in its
natural beauty. Which to Elves was the representation of the Creator's perfect handiwork.
Because as far as Elves were concerned, that's what all life represented - with the One at the
center of it all.With the beautiful crown now in hand, the Empress turned back around to face
Kiana, and at her instructive nod, Kiana then knelt down before her upon both knees and humbly
bowed her head. And as Kiana began to silently pray to the One to ask for wisdom and
guidance, it became a very solemn and moving moment as Lilith addressed the assembly while



their Queen prepared her heart through prayer.Lilith then spoke to the crowd, saying "This day ...
we are not crowning a person; we are crowning your children, and your children's children. This
day, we are not establishing a ruler, we are establishing your future. This day, we are not
choosing an icon, we are choosing your destiny. This day, we are not glorifying in a Queen, we
are glorifying in the One to whom all honor is given. I am privileged to have had the time to
personally get to know Queen Kiana in recent times; and as amazing a person as she is, I know
that she will be the first to tell you, even as she herself is now demonstrating with a contrite heart
in humble prayer - that she is but an instrument in the hands of the One. And that it is the Creator
of all things in whom we are truly placing our trust."Then turning her focus to Kiana's kneeling
form, she said, "Kiana, Daughter of Ey'loi and rightful heir of King Auberon, will you accept this
high and holy honor - in the leading of your people?"Kiana solemnly nodded and replied, "By my
life. May the One be gracious to me.""So be it, as all have borne witness this day."And then, the
Empress stepped forward, and gently placed the precious Elven crown upon her bowed
head.There was no shortage of tears at the sight - Cassi, Megan, Lilly - Eddi and even Kemuel
were wholly blessed to finally see the glorious day happening before their eyes."Rise." Lilith then
directed.As Kiana did so, she then turned to face the assembly.At which point Lilith then officially
proclaimed, "I am humbled, honored, and proud to present to you all - Queen Kiana of the
Alfheim."And finally it was, that the throne room was freed of proper restraint. Immediately the
people exploded in cheering and shouting and exuberant exaltation - and praise. Children and
adults alike praised the One, they cheered Kiana - and even gave thanks to the hope of their
new future, whatever it may be. There is just something about seeing your new ruler crowned -
that brings a sense of awe and wonder and exhilarated promise of a new tomorrow.As their
beautiful new Queen smiled her thanks and appreciation - and all those who knew her looked
upon her proudly and joyously - the cheering and shouting and praising continued for a very long
time.*** *** ***But Kiana was more than just a pretty face, and there was more to her than just
posing pretty in a pretty dress. There was still more to be revealed and much more to come. The
Elves had officially accepted and crowned their new leader, and now it was time for them to
discover that she was far more than just a Queen.However Queen Kiana was not an orator; and
giving lengthy speeches was not her forte. She would be a strong, dedicated, capable and
decisive leader and she would in fact be very good at it. But communication skills would never
be her strong suit. Kiana wouldn't fare much better in that regard - than Georgina or Willow or
any other in her highly unique line. They were warriors, not political speechmakers.That's what
Kiana had her Council for.The crowd finally settled down, and Lilith quietly left the stage to turn
the spotlight over to their new Queen. Jacques remained standing quietly and dutifully beside
her however. She would be getting to Sir Jacques later; but first it was time to properly establish
and confirm the Elven leadership Council.In her first public address, Kiana began very simply
and decisively by saying, "Thank you all, I am humbled. I can only pray I will not let you down.
While I shall strive to do the very best I can do, I am also well aware I cannot do this alone. I
thought it best to ask my ruling Council to come stand beside me to help lay out our united plans



for the future. At this time, I officially present to you: my chosen Right Hand Muriel. My chosen
Left Hand Arathorn, Captain of the Guard. Faelyn, our Archer Commander. Nalaea, our Supreme
Swordmaster. And Jannalor, our Senior Healer."To the sound of approving applause, the five
Elves turned to face the audience. "These five..." Kiana said, "...were highly regarded by
Auberon, and whom I know are highly regarded by you all. Just as they are equally highly
regarded by myself. In fact I now consider them to be close friends, as well as advisors. I will be
upfront with you, I need them. I am not ashamed to admit I am young. I need their experience
and wise counsel and insight. Many big plans are indeed being made, but I need them to help
me carry them out." Kiana then smiled apologetically as she added, "Not the least of which I
need them to speak for me, because I am just not very good at this."The Elven audience
chuckled and actually applauded her candid honesty. They all knew she was young, and their
Queen was being honest and truthful with them, which Elves especially appreciated. Already
they were liking their new Queen - and her wisely chosen Council went a long ways towards
bolstering their confidence in their young new leader.Now while her Right Hand Muriel was
known to be wise, she also had never considered herself to be an accomplished public speaker
either, in that she too was young and inexperienced. Rather Muriel considered herself more of a
practical benefit - a behind the scenes, day-to-day administrative kind of person. Kiana had
thought Muriel would be brilliant in that role of overseeing daily operations.Whereas Arathorn
and Faelyn were the orators. Or at the very least their warm personalities went a long ways
towards being skilled in social communication. Muriel was good friends with all of them and they
shared mutual respect for one another, and for that reason and until Muriel could gain more
confidence and experience herself, Muriel and Kiana both had asked Arathorn to do the majority
of the public speaking that day.That, plus Muriel also just liked hearing him speak. Being that he
was warm and wise, and gracious and friendly and ... well, strikingly handsome. But that was
another matter entirely.Facing the assembly, Arathorn - who could be serious at times but also
light-hearted - began bolstering the people's confidence in their new young Queen when he
casually stated matter-of-factly, "I have to say ... that not only is our Queen in that amazing dress,
the most beautiful Elf I have EVER seen..."As the people cheered his off-the-cuff teasing
remark, with Cassi and Megan cheering the loudest from the front row - the embarrassed Queen
put her hand over her eyes and sighed."Obviously you all agree with me." Arathorn chuckled.
"But more seriously, I cease to be astounded at how someone so incredible as our Queen, can
remain ever so humble. She says she is 'young', and inexperienced. But that is far from the truth
of it. Our Queen is so much more. You see, I know something about our Queen that you do not.
Now ... I have been looking forward to this moment all day. So rather than draw this out, let us
keep our focus on the person where it belongs. Let me quickly sum this up with two statements
that will not only surely surprise you, but will also be life-changing for you. The first statement is
this: our new Queen - is going to be taking us to a new home - on the surface."Gasps could be
heard all around the assembly."That is right. You heard me right. A new home - not underground,
but under the open sky. The Elves shall finally be returning to the world above. Now before you



become anxious and worried and wonder how this can possibly be - or if such grandiose plans
are even safe for you and your families - let me reveal the other startling revelation about our new
Queen. And your first hint should have been the honored arrival of the Prophet Kemuel and his
lovely wife, Eddi. Who, is also known as the Mother of all Protectors. I am honored beyond
measure to announce to you all, that Queen Kiana of the Alfheim, is in fact - a genuine
confirmed Protector, of the Holy line of the Seed."At that statement there were immediate loud
audible gasps of shock from all corners of the entire throne room! No one had ever seen that
one coming!"The first ... Elven Protector..." Arathorn clarified, "...ever - in the history of the
world."As the stunned audience looked upon their young Queen in open-mouthed shock and
awe, Arathorn then said, "For 8,000 years, Elves have long been regarded as the most
advanced, naturally skilled warriors of any race. So what then does it mean - to have an
unprecedented Protector - who is also Elven?" Arathorn then grinned and said, "Let us go
outside and find out, shall we? If you would be so kind, proceed out into the courtyard. I assure
you, if you were looking forward to a new hope with the promise of a new future this day, you will
not be disappointed."And then as Arathorn gestured towards the exit, the excited assembly
quickly obeyed and began filing out through the rear doors to the outer courtyard.*** *** ***And
of course among them all, were Cassi and friends - who were also anxious to see Kiana's little
demonstration. Including Kiana's own Council members! Who were as excited as anyone!
Including Jacques, of course; and Galahad and Gwydre and Christopher, and Megan and even
Lilly, who were all highly curious. And especially - Willow and Laurel, who were extra extra extra
curious. An Elven Protector was previously unheard of. Granted they had both known that Kiana
was a Protector like themselves; but with the sole exception of Cassi, no one had ever actually
witnessed Kiana in action. Not even Georgina. Cassi was the only one. Unlike many or most
Protectors, Kiana had never been the type to show off. Even Kemuel and Eddi hadn't been able
to witness Kiana's full capabilities - she had only just barely come into her Protector abilities at a
mere 12 years of age, when all hell had broken loose back in their time when Nimue had
attacked and killed the families.But Cassi had personally witnessed Kiana's abilities. The first
time, was when she and Kiana had traveled through the mirrors to rescue Lilly from Nimue's
army, Cassi had born witness to what Kiana was truly capable of. And even Cassi had stated at
the time, that it was unbelievably indescribable - the things she had seen Kiana do. Until now,
those things had never been put into words. And so it was that finally for the first time, everyone
was going to be able to see for themselves and with their own eyes - what it actually meant to be
an Elven Protector.Chapter 6All but Kiana and Cassi had exited the throne room through the
rear doors into the outer Temple courtyard. While everyone had been leaving, the Queen herself
had gone off to a side room to change from her dress back into her normal comfortable leather
gear. She was not about to put on a demonstration wearing a tight-fitting dress that could rip and
tear with the slightest wrong movement - she needed her flexibility, and Cassi had gone with her
to help her change and collect her things.As the rest had been pouring out through the doors,
Willow and Laurel had been working their way through the crowd over toward Eddi and Kemuel.



Just as they got within range, Kemuel grinned and opened his arms wide to embrace the both of
them. But they rushed right past him to instead throw their arms around their
Grandmother.Throwing his empty hands up into the air, Kemuel groaned, "Every ... single ...
time."Eddi chuckled as she tightly hugged her two Protector Daughters - all of whom always
went straight to their ancient 'Grandmother' first.But all was not lost - fortunately for Kemuel,
Arthur's youngest son Prince Gwydre came rushing up to offer his beloved ancient Grandfather
who was his 'favorite' - a big warm grinning hug as a consolation prize. And in next to no time,
the two like-minded fun-loving souls who had always gotten along very well, had already begun
discussing Megan and her freckles.As for the women, however...Willow / Laurel / Eddi"Oh I have
missed you girls so much." Eddi happily sighed as she gratefully squeezed them both even
tighter.Willow smiled. "Worried about us?""Every day, your lives are on the line. How can I not
worry? Every time I see you alive, I give thanks. Willow, are those new bruises on your
face?"Willow shrugged, "Eh, I ran into a little trouble clearing the path for Galahad's Team the
first time they came down here. I am mostly healed now, the scarring should be minimal. But
that's nothing. If you really want a good story, ask Laurel about flying off a mountain."Eddi put her
hand over her eyes. "And you wonder why I worry. I swear, you girls have a little bit of Kemuel in
all of you."Laurel laughed. "We do what we have to do to save a life, right? But it turns out Mina
has the Gift of Healing and she helped put me back together; I am as good as new. We're doing
great, Grandmother. And Christopher is doing great, too - we're planning to have our wedding in
Camelot! You had better be there!"Eddi smiled. "We have not missed a wedding, yet. Of course
we will be there. You do realize Dear, that you and Christopher are issuing in another 'Conflux' as
Kemuel likes to put it?"Laurel grinned. "This is why so many things are happening, isn't it? With
Cassi, and Kiana - and oh! Did you see Kiana's dress!? I still have never been able to get over
how gorgeous she is! Is she beautiful or what!?""That she is, Dear." Eddi smiled. "That she is.
Seeing her in her mother's color even brought tears to my eyes. Though I believe at the moment
she is currently changing into something more appropriate for the demonstration."Willow then
teased, "I am almost afraid to see what she can do. She is going to put us to shame, isn't
she?""This is not a contest, Daughter." Eddi said with a corrective eyebrow. "Each Protector is
uniquely gifted in accordance with whom they are paired with. You both know very well
Cassiopeia has a calling on her life which is unique like no other. She is going to require
someone like Kiana if she is going to be successful. The things Cassiopeia is intending to do,
most would say are going to be impossible. But they said the same thing about Arthur; and look
at all the amazing things he and Gwen have done. With no small thanks to Georgina, of course.
Now here we are once again - we find ourselves living in special times.""In other words..." Laurel
grinned, "...you're saying Christopher's mommy needs a Super Protector. Because she has a
super purpose."Eddi chuckled. "Something like that. Cassiopeia is a world changer. She needs
Kiana. You two have your own sets of responsibilities. And speaking of ... Willow, how are you
holding up, Dear? Your countenance looks ... down. You have been away from Jenny for quite a
while now, haven't you?""Too long." Willow sadly replied. "As much as I have enjoyed being with



Mina, I am glad Lilith has returned to keep watch over her. I need to get back to Jenny; it has
been growing much more difficult to endure, as of late.""It has been many weeks. I would
imagine that by now, the separation is hurting you."Willow sighed. "It really is. I have a constant
sharp pain deep in my chest that will not go away and it is only getting worse.""Fortunately you
will be reunited soon, with whom you belong. However I understand your purpose for remaining
here as long as you have is a noble cause; for the sake of Valeria. Have you been successful in
improving the potency of your serum?""I think I have. At least I hope I have. A partial solution,
anyway. While it is unproven, this far more powerful variant could have lasting results; possibly
months at a time, as opposed to hours or days. The only problem now is how to get it into her
system. It must be introduced directly into her bloodstream; which is impossible given her
impenetrable flesh. I know Sara has been diligently working that aspect of the problem. I am
counting on her to develop some sort of working delivery method; but don't ask me what it is.""I
guess we shall see..." said Eddi, "...when we get to Camelot in a few days. Until then, we just
need to hold out a little longer. Have you seen Valeria? Kemuel and I have been greatly desiring
to finally meet her."Laurel shook her head. "No. Since the serum began wearing off after having
fed on Cassi last week, Valeria has remained hidden from sight the last two days. No one has
seen her; she isn't being very social. Which ... from what I understand of her in the past, has
always been her normal behavior; she's been hiding in the shadows for 8,000 years. But that's
not the worst of it.""Oh?" Eddi asked. "What could possibly be worse than being alone for eight
millennia?""Hating yourself every minute of every day for eight millennia - while being
alone."Eddi nodded solemnly. "True enough.""But those that know her, like Cassi and Megan -
and Muriel ... they really like her! A lot of people do! Even Georgina likes her! Why can't Valeria
see the good in herself when everyone else can? Even I can see it and I don't know her that
well!""Because Dear, they cannot see the monster in her; something which is in fact, very real
and something which she must face on a daily basis. As we understand it, Valeria must fight
against the monster inside - every minute of every day. Is it any wonder that is all she can see? I
think anyone would be hard pressed to see the positive, when they are at constant war with
themselves. This is why she hides; it is her way of protecting everyone. And perhaps in her own
way, it is how she protects herself."Laurel looked at her mother and said, "We really need to find
a cure for her.""I could not agree more." said Willow. "Why do you think I have been working day
and night to help her? I suppose the worst case would be for Cassi to use my new serum and try
dosing herself again, but everyone has been telling me Valeria will never again consent to
feeding off of her. She had been all but tricked into it the last time. The question I have is, are we
one hundred percent certain it has to be Cassi's blood? Couldn't a Protector be a source? With
our rapid ability to heal...""No." Laurel answered. "Cassi confirmed it herself; there is something
very unique about her immortal blood and she said that it had to be her. I'm not exactly certain,
but if I had to take a wild guess, it may have something to do with her ... 'age'."Willow raised her
eyebrow."We haven't brought you up to speed on everything yet, Mother. But while she may not
have all of her memories, and she certainly doesn't look like it - Cassi is a lot older than you



think.""Do I even want to ask?"Laurel smiled. "To be honest, I think it's a number beyond what
any of us can comprehend. Or even want to try and comprehend.""Uh huh. Glad I didn't ask.""A
dilemma, to be sure." said Eddi. "But an important one to resolve."Laurel then asked, "You
believe Valeria is a major player for what's coming, don't you?""Very much so." answered Eddi.
"Already she has proven to be invaluable in more ways than most people can begin to fathom.
Though Cassiopeia may be directly or indirectly responsible, her past actions have undoubtedly
made Valeria vital to not just one, but many interrelated causes and effects."Laurel looked at
Eddi in surprise. "Wait ... you think Cassi is responsible for Valeria!? HOW!?"Eddi looked over to
where Kemuel and Gwydre were talking, and said, "Husband? I will let you answer this
one."Kemuel heard and nodded, and after giving an encouraging grandfatherly pat on the back,
Gwydre then ran off to go find Megan. Kemuel then turned around to join in their conversation.
And he simply answered, "Yes."Laurel and Willow both looked at their Grandfather incredulously.
And Laurel exclaimed, "Cassi ... created Valeria!?""Or the conditions which ultimately created
her, yes." Kemuel replied. "And she knows it.""Knows what!? What did she do!?"Looking at
Willow, Kemuel asked, "Have you never wondered, my dear - what became of the evil Gorlois?
Otherwise known as Lord Drakuul?""Actually..." Willow replied, "I kind of forgot all about him. I do
know that Ben and Susan and their team happened to have run into him some time back down
in Cornwall; and that he was supposedly investigating some things for Lilith at the time; but no
one has seen nor heard from that foul fiend ever since.""That is because Gorlois is no longer
with us. You see, my dear; a long time ago, Cassi had inadvertently created a ... portal; a one
way gateway if you will, to another long ago time and place. It had been an experiment, gone
awry. In fact it had taken Cassiopeia a total of eight times to finally get it right. Unfortunately as it
turns out, Gorlois' investigations discovered the whereabouts of the first portal, and ... well ... I
guess you could say he learned that Lilith had become displeased with him, and he saw it as a
way of escape. He is a slippery snake, that one."Willow gasped. "Gorlois went to another time
and place!? Where did he go!?""As has been explained to me from Sara...""Sara!?""Yes. Sara is
the one who has put all of these pieces together. She and Georgina are investigating these
matters, even as we speak - over on the Isle of Avalon. You see, Sara has postulated that it was
Gorlois - who originally infected Valeria's mother - who was known by the name: 'Raven'. In turn,
the mother unwittingly passed the infection on to the daughter. The end result being, Lilith may
have been the one to have awakened Valeria's condition; but the Blood Curse itself was already
inherit. Sara had learned that much already from Lilith herself; Lilith didn't cause Valeria's Curse,
she merely triggered it."Willow was stunned. "Gorlois - was the original demon wretch who bit
Valeria's mother? And Cassi is the one who opened the door for it to happen.""That is Sara's
hypothesis, yes. She says the timing between the two worlds are not in sync; Gorlois would have
ended up in their past."Laurel groaned as she said, "And you say Cassi knows this? Because I
know Cassi; she would totally blame herself for that! And naturally, Cassi hasn't said a word of
this to anybody; she never does. She keeps her plans-within-plans all in her head.""Sara knows
this about Cassiopeia, as well." said Kemuel. "And from what Sara has anticipated, Cassiopeia



is not only aware of what she has done and takes full responsibility, but she also fully intends to
rectify her error."Laurel protested, "But Cassi has promised to stop changing the past!""In this
world, yes. And she always keeps her promises." said Kemuel. "However, changing the past is
not the only means of rectifying a problem; one can also alter present events to accomplish a
similar objective."Willow said, "You are saying Cassi is planning to go through the portal again.
To fix current and present things - in that other ... 'time and place'.""And though Kiana may not
know it yet, Cassiopeia will be taking Kiana with her; for that is another promise she has
made.""But Grandfather..." said Laurel, "...you said the portal only goes one way!""True. But
Cassiopeia would not require the portal for her return. She has her own way back.""Let me
guess. After she does whatever it is she's planning to do there ... she's going to fold space and
time again, in order to get herself back here.""Uh ... hopefully. Eventually."Willow raised her
eyebrow. "Eventually?""This ... Quest, they are going on - it's a long way away."Willow then gave
Kemuel an accusing look and said, "You are not just here for the Coronation, are you? You and
Merlin only show up when something big or bad is about to happen.""Oh, I don't know." he
grinned. "Seeing Kiana in a dress was fairly momentous, don't you think? Which reminds me,
when do we get to see you in a dress?"Willow shook her head at him. "How about never. So this
is why you are telling us all this, isn't it? You're wanting to let us know that with Kiana going away
with Cassi, we might be losing our most powerful Protector ... for an indefinite amount of time.""It
never hurts to plan ahead."Willow rolled her eyes.Eddi then said, "We were planning to be here
for her Coronation regardless, Dear. But yes, you are correct; we thought you should both be
apprised. Georgina is pregnant; Alana too; that leaves only the two of you; and Hawk and Jake.
You both need to be prepared for any and all eventualities. Perhaps you can split duties - the two
of you in the north and Hawk and Jake in the south. I do intend to speak with Kiana personally,
though; as soon as she can spare a moment. What Cassiopeia is planning - this shall be a grave
undertaking; unlike anything anyone has ever attempted before - possibly beyond even
Cassiopeia's experience."Laurel then said, "You two are acting as if Cassi is planning on doing
this right away! What, like when we get back to the ship!? She is supposed to be having a
Christmas wedding in Camelot in six weeks!"Kemuel smiled. "I assure you, she has not forgotten
her wedding day."Laurel looked back at Willow and sighed, "Welcome Mother ... to the world of
Cassiopeia."Willow then turned to her daughter and said, "See what happens when you usher in
a new Conflux? Everything gets crazy. Georgina has always said, even when you were both little,
that she couldn't wait for you two to grow up. Uh ... she meant that, sarcastically."Laurel grinned
at her. "I'm only marrying Christopher because he's cute.""Uh huh."Chapter 7When she came
out, now wearing her regular comfortable daily armor, all eyes were upon her and the applause
and cheering began immediately. This time they were looking at her in a whole new light. This
time they were acclaiming the Protector; not just the Queen. And everyone was excited.Elves
revered the Holy Seed; it was one of many reasons why they had always loved Mina. But Elves
revered Protectors as well, and to discover that their new Queen was an actual Protector
Warrior? It just couldn't get any better than that.Now a demonstration for her people hadn't



actually been Kiana's idea. The source of that had been her own Council. Unlike most Human
Protectors, Kiana really did shy away from showing off her abilities. She wouldn't be so shy in
serious battle scenarios of course; but to Elven mentality and philosophy, showing off for the
mere sake of bragging was frivolous and pointless and served no purpose, and even downright
insulting to the Creator. They were supposed to be glorifying Him, not themselves. But her
Council had been insistent, and Cassi and Megan too; and so Kiana had relented. Her Elven
Council had advised her that it was important for her people. That just knowing she was a
Protector wasn't good enough, they needed to see it with their own eyes. Following an
inexperienced and untested Queen to a new land - to a world which had once tried to
exterminate them and nearly succeeded, her people needed assurances.Kiana could
appreciate that, and thus for the sake of all, she had consented. And so it was that her Council
would be the deciding factor in dictating the terms, conditions and format of the demonstration -
with Kiana obliged to go along with whatever they had planned for her.Arathorn / Faelyn /
NalaeaThe three warriors on her Council - Arathorn, Nalaea and Faelyn - were in charge of three
specific trials, each of which would demonstrate three aspects of Kiana's weapon skills and
capabilities.Arathorn, the Captain of the Guard, was the all-around general purpose warrior who
was skilled and proficient with nearly all types of weapons. He was also responsible for general
Elven training and conditioning.As the Archer Commander and former Artillator to the King,
warmhearted Faelyn was the undisputed Master Archer who also knew no equal in her skills
with the bow and arrow. She had even been trained by Kiana's mother Ey'Loi herself as her
personal friend and apprentice.Nalaea the Swordmaster was undefeated and the most skilled of
any in her class. Even King Auberon hadn't been Nalaea's equal with the sword; and he had
once proven himself equal to Sir Galahad at one point when defending Mina against 'Human
intruders'. The implication being that even the legendary Swordmaster Sir Galahad would be no
match to Nalaea's swords. Though the bold and forward redheaded Elf would love to put it to the
test someday! She had even approached him on the side and he graciously accepted the
challenge - to be set for another day yet future. Though most suspected who would win, even
Galahad himself was curious to see how a top-ranking Human Swordmaster would fare against
a top Elven Swordmaster. He wasn't afraid of losing the contest; for that seemed inevitable.
Rather he was more concerned with her statement that to the victor would be granted the right to
choose their reward. It had already been learned that Nalaea had a bit of a naughty mischievous
streak. So yea, that was a little concerning. Hopefully whatever Nalaea had in mind, it wouldn't
be too embarrassing.Between the three elite Elven warriors, they were the most qualified to test
Kiana's abilities and set the conditions of Kiana's trials.Besides, the good natured Elves just
thought it would be fun.*** *** ***With everyone now out in the wide open courtyard, the first trial
- as conceived by Arathorn - would not be a test of weapons, but rather a trial of agility, balance,
stamina and endurance, and perseverance.Arathorn then pointed off to a far corner of the
courtyard, where a large obstacle course had been erected for the demonstration!Loosely
based upon the concept of 'King of the Mountain', Arathorn had arranged for ten wooden



octagonal pillars of varying heights to be brought over from the Elven training grounds and setup
to form a 'staircase'. Each eight-sided pillar measured a mere half meter in diameter - and two
meters (or just over six feet) taller than the previous one. Beginning at two meters, then four
meters, six meters then eight - the final tenth and tallest pillar to climb and reach was a dizzying
twenty meters in height (or nearly sixty feet). The first person to reach the tenth level and ring the
bell at the top would be declared the victor. There was only enough room for one person to stand
atop each pillar to climb up to the next - so the objective was to push or fight others off all ten
pillars to ultimately reach the 'top of the mountain'
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June R. Giles, “Quest Part 4. Loved the book. Exciting and fun from start to finish. The colored
pictures of the characters were a great addition.”
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